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INTRODUCTION————————— j
i
!

Prospecting east from the HcVicar Lake volcanic belt resulted in the discovery of 

a surface showing of copper Just north of the Meen River at a point approximately 

one mile south-west of Heinz Lake, District of Kenora (Patricia Portion), Ontario. 

(Dwg. No, 5-2l*3-l) A protective group of claims was taken up to allow the dril 

ling of three shallow diamond drill holes beneath and immediately adjacent to tl|e 

exposure. While no ore-intersections were obtained, enough encouragement was 

deemed to exist to widen the investigation through geophysical coverages of the 

surrounding area. To this end, electromagnetic and magnetic surveying were car-' 

ried out over the claims group in the late winter of 19701 the results of which 

work form the basis of the present reporting.
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DESCRIPTION OF CLAIMS GROUP

The subject property is composed of 27 contiguous-Claires* nominally of 1*0 acrest 

each, roughly centred on latitude 51O 33 1/2 ' N, longitude 91O 00 1/2 ' W, 

Cannon Lake Area in the District of Kenora (Patricia Portion), Red Lake and 
Patricia Mining Divisions Ontario {Dwg. No. 5-2l*3-l). Pertinent claim numbers 

are:

KRL 201937 - 1*8 inclusive

KRL 213063,61*

KRL 223397 - ^00 inclusive

KRL 221*329

PA 223389 - 96 inclusive

Red Lake M. D. 

Red Lake M. D. 
Red Lake M. D. 

Red Lake M. D. 

Patricia M. D.

total !

12 claims 

2 
l*

l 
8

27 claims

The group so formed is held by Card Lake Copper Mines Limited of 366 Bay Stree^ 

Toronto. Access to the property is most conveniently had by air to Heinz Lake 
from Central Patricia, approximately 35 miles to the east.
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WORK UNDERTAKEN

i

The geophysical coverages themselves were performed under contract by Barringerj 

Research Limited on lines spaced hOO* apart and oriented due north-south, sta 

tions every 100'. The electromagnetic surveying was effected with portable 

battery-powered jvertical loop equipment. (Barringer T model LEM2) providing dip, [Df

angle measurements to a lo accuracy, of the resultant field in the vertical -—^1 " ... - . - — i n j )
plane of the receiver. Initial reconnaissance was completed with parallel line \ 

traversing in which transmitter and receiver move in tandem along adjacent lines J 

1*00' apart. Subsequent detailing from fixed transmitter set-ups was undertaken ( 

to provide elaboration of any anomalous indications obtained that were of poten 

tial interest.

Magnetic, traversing was accomplished with a total intensity nuclear precession 

proton magnetometer (Barringer model GM-102A)with a sensitivity of 10 gamma. 

Readings are in absolute values of the terrestrial field at a station. These 

actual JMcld operations were completed in the period 28th February - 19th March

1Q7Q under the leadership of geophysicist E. Reeves supported by P. Johnston, I 

Clarke as geophysical field assistants.
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DISCUSSION OF RKSULTS

The electromagnetic primary coverage has resulted in no strong conductor 

anomalies (Dwg. Nos. 5-2l*3-2A,B). A number of weak indications are scattered 

throughout the grid area, but on the whole these appear to represent no more 
than the usual minor effects in background derived from such insignificant 

causes as local fractures, minor shears and heterogeneities in the overburden, 

whether due to composition or bedrock surface relief. This probability is 

largely corroborated by the detail em. profiling from fixed transmitter set 

ups, the latter appropriately located to enhance the definition of suggested 
conductors if of substance and in bedrock. Specifically is this true for the 

area of the showing and on-strike setting wherein particular efforts were made 
to bring out such conductors should they exist. The fact that no improvement 

over the vague results of the reconnaissance was encountered here infers that 
the known mineralization, 3/5 total sulphides by volume in the drilling, does 

not develop into the significant concentrations sought, at least within 200' ofl 
surface. Indeed on the basis of these results there is no reason to expect* on 

probabilities, that mineralization along the zone will be any better than seen [to 
date.

However in the detailed em. work, there proved to be one exception to the 

general result. This is the precisely defined conductor anomaly resolved at 
station 13N on line Gw. Of fair amplitude, 26' p.t.p. and medium quality it is 

clearly a very local event, limited in strike (^OO 1 or less) and both shallow in 

depth (less than 1*0') and in apparent depth extent (possibly 100 '). If any 

thing, tiiis evidence of pronounced localization increases the chance of sulphides 
as underlying cause, since the more common sources of conduction, such as 

graphite and major shears, invariably occur in sheets of much greater dimensions. 
But even more persuasive of sulphides is the distinctive correlation this con 

ductor possesses with an isolated magnetic peaking of about 350 gamma relief. 

(Dwg. No. 5-2*43-3*}) Again quite local in its resolution, and obviously con 
fined to the conductor position, this latter anomaly almost certainly expresses 

the magnetic property of the conductor source, and being cf the order it is, it



more probably represents pyrrhotite than it does magnetite. Thus in this combin 

ation of conductor and magnetic expressions, there emerges the good chance that, 

a. local incidence of semi-massive sulphides has been described.

However such a prospect is well removed from the original showing area, in 

by nearly a mile, but more important it exists not in the same projected setting 

but across ecologic strike in an environment that is largely unknown. Magneti 

cally, the setting of the drilled showing extends more or less as a continuous 

zone from at least line 20V? westwards to beyond the coverage limits. (Dwg. No. 

5-2143- 3A) In this distance (l mile), it is characterized by strong lenticular 

magnetic centres of up to 5000 gamma local relief. From its formational aspects, 

weak iron formation might be presumed to exist through the zone, although so 

far as is known, such material has not been recognized in the drill cores. Cej-- 

tainly the amount of pyrrhotite intersected does not account for the observed 

magnetic anomalies, and since therefore they remain unexplained, it is still 

very likely that formational magnetite (in tuffaceous volcanics) is the cause. 

If so, then the zone of the showing is liable to be a weak extension of the 

setting to the massive iron formations that occur to the west in the Mcvicar 

Lake area. What is important about all this is at McVicar Lake, the volcanics 

have been differentiated sufficiently to describe a band of rhyolite flows and 

fragmentals lying north of the most southerly iron formation and occupying 

roughly the centre of the volcanic belt. Further isolated outcrops of rhyolite 

occur eastwards therefrom along the course of the Gitche River. Thus there 

exists the lively possibility that rhyolites persist into the present grid area, 

lying to the north of iron formation represented by the showing zone, since on 

aeromagnetic evidence this is the most logical, and virtually the only spatial 

relationship possible.

i

This possibility of appreciable acid volcanics within the grid area is heightened 

by the very evident region of low magnetic activity that extends across the pro 

perty (Dwg. flos. ^-2^3-liA,B). However, it is improbable that such rhyolites would 

form one larce massive flow occupying all the area of low magnetic values say,
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below the 500 gamma contour; rather it would appear likely that the rhyolites 
occur as a series of interbeddings between more mafic members of the volcanic 

sequence e.g. andesites, tuffs, and agglomerates. In addition there is the 

ever-present possibility of intrusive dykes and sills following the regional 

trends or cross-cutting as an intrusive mass. Nevertheless the sense of a 
maintained sequence of interbedded rock-types is provided by the various ridges 

of magnetic high that occur in succession in the west half of the grid area 

north of the southern "marker" iron formation. (Incidentally, the very low 
magnetic reading obtained at 2N on line 62W is unreliable. This undoubtedly is 

a point of very local strong magnetic activity with very steep gradients, an 

extreme condition in which the proton magnetometer fails to track a single 
precession frequency. For this reason, the station value given has not been 
contoured.) Similar ridges occur in the north-east quadrant of the property : 

apparent extension. Between the two sectors is a major interruption possibly 

accompanied by a slight lateral displacement in the sense east side north. 

Several possibilities arise, either structurally in the form of cross-folding 
or faulting, or transgressively in the form of an intrusion, or any combin 

ation of these. To represent the axial break, a fault has been shown since it 

seems more likely that some such underlying line of weakness is present. A 

parallel axis may exist in the extreme north-east.

While the immediate implications of these breaks to local mineral occurrence 
is unclear, it is regionally a favourable circumstance, and hence pertinent to 

the whole property. But if rhyolites are indeed present, they become strongly 

favoured over any other setting in the grid area, and it is specifically in this 
respect that attention is given the magnetic low zone lying between two ridges 

flanking the line 8W conductor anomaly. As a possible rhyolite interband, 

this low places the conductor at or near one of its contacts, and this is a 

potential situation well worth close investigation.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is concluded as a result of the geophysical coverages described herein that 

differentiated volcanic suite containing interbedded flows and related sediments, 
including at least one weak iron formation, has been explored. Most signifi 

cantly, there is fair evidence to project that rhyolite interflows fora part of 

this volcanic sequence. A major break or breaks appear to cross the area in a 

general NW - SE direction, a concept that finds support in the regional aero 
magnetic evidence.

One conducting feature valid to bedrock has been detected in the electromagnetic 

surveying. It is not related to the showing mineralization, either directly oij 
by setting on strike. As a conductor, it is quite a confined event but is dis4 

tinguished by a directly correlating magnetic expression that is distinctive to 
it. A high probability of associated pyrrhotite is concluded. Speculations oc 

the significance of the environmental magnetic relief leads to the possibility 

that this conductor, already possessing overt sulphide connotations, could lie 

at a rhyolite contact. If so, there is an appreciably improved chance that suc^h 
sulphides could contain interesting metallics.

This is a sufficiently promising situation that the recommendation is made that 
the conductor be immediately test-drilled, not only to identify its cause, but 
also to establish its host setting. If in fact the rhyolite context is confirmed, 

then it is further recommended that future exploration give all emphasis to th^s 
type-setting in a first priority over that of the showing. Implicit to this latter 

recommendation is a consideration of the desirability of acquiring more claims a 

and extending the coverage to the east.

For the purposes of test drilling, the following initial hole is laid out.

Collar : 15+OOH/8+OOW

Bearing : grid south

Depression: : -^5
Estimated Length :
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In this siting, a steep dip north to the conductor has been inferred. Also the 

hole has been placed to intersect the magnetic contact evident at approximately 
station ll**50N on ti.e line. Further drilling would of course be conditional on 

the outcome of this first hole.

\; "i^-x^ ̂ . v-. ....t H
J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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CERTIFICATE

I, John Dewcrs Boniwell, of the town of Mississauga, County of Peel, do hereby 

certify:-

1. That I am a geophysicist and reside at 1522 Clearwater Drive, Port Credit, 

Ontario.

r
2. That I am a graduate of the University of Tasmania and have been practicing my 

profession as a mining geophysicist for the past 19 years.

3. That I have no direct interest whatsoever in the mining claims covered by t^his 

report, nor in the shares of Card Lake Copper Mines Limited; nor do I expect tc^ 

receive any interest, direct or indirect whatsoever in the mining claims or shares
i

of Card Lake Copper Mines Limited.

4. That l have not conducted a personal examination of the mining claims covered 

by this report.

5. That this report is based on a study of reports of past investigations on the 

property, both geologic and geophysical, together with all available governmen^ 

maps and reports.

6. That I am a Fellow of the Geological Association of Canada, a member of thi 

Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers, the Society of 

Exploration Geophysicists, and the Canadian Exploration Geophysical Society.

Dated at Toronto, Ontario this 22nd day of May 1970
\

\\

J. D. Bon i wo l J
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ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS 

^Township or Area ________VKTi'LAUyyiiH LAKE AREA

Type of Survey_________Kl^^^r* ————form U

Chief Line Cutter 
or Contractor

Party Chief____

A separate form U required for each type of survey

CAPn O 1  
Name

-
Address 

Mr. Ed ReeTBB ̂  
Name

i*- RgYnAT.g
Address

Consultant. J. B. Bonivell
Name

Clearwater Drive, Missiasauga, Ont.
Address

COVERING DATES

Line Cutting.

Field 28th February 1970 - IjHh March 1970
Instrument work, geological mapping, sampling etc.

Off'uf 22nd April 197Q ~ ISth May 1Q7Q.—————

INSTRUMENT DATA

Make, Model and Typr McPhor R.B.M. Dip Angle Em.

tiltScale Constant or Sensitivity l
Or firtti'iiic cufiy o/ instrument data /rotn Manufacturer's brochure,

Radiometric Background Count 

Number of Stations Within Claim Group 

Number of Readings Within Claim Group 

Number oi Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group- 

Number of Samples Collected Within Claim Group .

CREDITS REQUESTED 

Geological Survey 

Geophysical Survey 

^Geochemical Survey

8th March 1971

20 DAYS 40 DAYS Includes
per claim per claim (Line cutting)

n a
Show 
Check J

DATE

SIGNED.

.

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

KRL 22*329

PA 223389 - 96 iricl.

TOTAL

Send in duplicate to:

FRED W. MATTHEWS 
SUPERVISOR-PROJECTS SECTION 
DEPARTMENT OK MINES fc 
NORTHERN AFFAIRS 
WHITNEY BLOCK 
QUEEN'S PARK 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Performance and coverage credits do nol apply to airborne surveys



PERFORMANCE fc COVERAGE CREDITS

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS 

Township or Area _______^ETTLA'JFFTffl 

Type of Survey_________Magnetic

Chief Line Cutter. 
or Contractor

A separate form u required for each type of lurvey

CARD LAKE COPPER MTirea
Name

Address

Party Chief. Eti
Name

Carl { n va. PgYTiATg
Address

Consultant. J. B. BQnlvt.11
Name

1522 Clearvater Drive. Miasissauga. Qnt.
Address

COVERING DATES

Line Cutting.

Field 28th February 1970 - 19th March 1Q7Q
Inslrumrni work, geological mapping, sampling etc. 

Off UT 22nd April 1970 - 15th May 1Q7Q  -  

INSTRUMENT DATA

Make, Model and Type Barringer GM-102

1Q gamnaScale Constant or Sensitivity   
Or pnn'itie ropy o/ instrument lima from Manufacturer's brochure.

Radiometric Background Count ^^——,

Number oi Stations Within Claim Croup  12j*t

Number of Readings Within Claim Group

Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group. 

Number of Samples Collected Within Claim Group .

21*.6
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Geophysical Survey 

^^^Gcochemical Survey
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20 DAYS
per claim

D
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per claim (Line cutting)

D
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DATE

SIGNED.
-til
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List numerically
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1

TOTAL 27

Send in duplicate to:
F R K D W. MATTHKWS 
SUPERVISOR-PROJECTS SECTION 
DEPARTMENT OK MINES k 
NORTHERN AFFAIRS 
WHITNEY BLOCK 
QUEEN'S PARK 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

Prrformamc and coverage credits do not apply to airborne turveyj
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